Abstract This article reviews the existing work in selfhealing and self-repairing technologies, including work in software engineering, materials, mechanics, electronics, MEMS, self-reconfigurable robotics, and others. It suggests a terminology and taxonomy for self-healing and selfrepair, and discusses the various related types of other self-* properties. The mechanisms and methods leading to selfhealing are reviewed, and common elements across disciplines are identified.
Introduction
Mammalian skin is a perfect example of a self-healing (SH) material capable of recovery from serious injury, and in most cases, regaining a fully functional state. Also, many plants are able to self-heal when they are damaged. In fact, most natural systems and organisms are able to selfheal, which considerably contributes to their robustness and resilience. Although the idea to apply such mechanisms to engineering problems has existed for close to a century, this kind of research is still in its infancy. Material scientists have developed ways of making surface coatings self-heal [1] and have successfully applied this principles to a variety of materials and other technologies (e.g. [2, 3] ). In robotics, most currently existing approaches to self-repair (SR) rely on some kind of redundancy and the replacement of failing parts, which come at high cost and may require specific repair schedules during the lifetime of the robot.
In software engineering, the implementation of selfhealing and other self-* properties is less challenging and comes almost automatically when working with multi-agent systems or service-oriented architectures, although a lot of research is still needed (see Section 3 and [4] ). In most other areas, however, self-healing and self-repair strategies are still the subject of intense research. In this article, we review current progress in self-healing technologies and speculate on future developments.
In three previous publications, we discussed important concepts for complexity engineering [5] , which is the application of the findings of complexity science for engineering purposes, and reviewed advances made in complexity engineering, with a focus on computer science applications [6] . In [7] , we investigated a step further and discussed complexity engineering in other research areas, including collective robotics, swarms in nano-and micro-technology, systems biology, Chem-IT, artificial chemical life, self-healing technologies, and all kinds of smart systems. This article is considerably different as it puts the focus specifically on self-healing and self-repair, considering all areas of engineering and technology.
The selection of the surveyed work mainly depended on the literature found; as it is, in all areas except for software engineering and materials, publications about self-healing and self-repair are rather scarce. Where more literature was available than could possibly be used, the authors chose those articles with the most significant contribution to the area being surveyed. This is of course a subjective assessment, and the reader may have a differing opinion.
In terms of the technologies-versus-systems being surveyed, the article was intended to focus on technologies. However, in many cases, the literature does not provide pure technologies, but rather presents them within a system with a specific purpose. Often, self-healing and self-repair only become apparent at system level, although the mechanisms are located at a lower level.
The question of self-healing or self-repair at device or unit level versus system level is also relevant when considering systems where devices or units from various manufacturers or owners come together. While unit or device level mechanisms are unproblematic because they are internal to the unit and only assure the proper functioning of the unit itself, mechanisms that act at system level may be challenging. It will be necessary to develop protocols or norms for how units interact with each other in case of self-healing or self-repair taking place, and the manufacturers of the interacting devices will have to find some consent, just the way they need to consent on communication protocols and safety regulations today. Further research is necessary in this area.
Note that the main focus of this article is on systems that can recover from damage while keeping their original body or substance, as opposed to systems which replicate themselves as originally suggested by Von Neumann [8] . His idea was to build machines that would be able to produce fully functional copies of themselves. So far, at the macroscopic scale, the RepRap 1 3D printer probably comes closest to this vision, as it can physically reproduce all plastic parts which it is composed of, but it additionally requires metal rods, circuit boards and motors, and still need to be 1 http://reprap.org assembled by a human or a robot. Self-assembly, however, is the main focus of a lot of research [9] . Many projects explore self-replication at micro-and nano-scale [10] , in cellular automata (CA) [11] and in computing [12] . Unfortunately, some viruses are even too perfect self-replicators. For engineering, self-replication remains a challenge [13] .
This article is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a terminology and a taxonomy of self-healing and selfrepair to clarify the terms used throughout this article and to put those used in literature into context. Section 3 reviews existing work in self-healing software. Section 4 explains how self-healing is achieved in electronics. Section 5 presents self-healing materials. Section 6 introduces mechanical self-repair mechanisms. Section 7 details self-healing in microelectro-mechanical systems (MEMS). Section 8 looks into self-repair in robotics. Other self-healing approaches are explored in Section 9. Section 10 discusses the work reviewed in this article. Finally, Section 11 concludes and presents an outlook in the area of self-healing and self-repairing technologies.
Taxonomy and terminology
Over the last few years, the interest in self-repair and selfhealing has constantly increased, and together with more contributions in this area of research, the need for a clear taxonomy and terminology becomes stronger. Different researchers sometimes use the same term with different meanings, and the other way round, various terms may refer to the same meaning. As an example, in the context of the BioWatch [14] , self-repair is the replacement of faulty cells by functioning cells in the neighbourhood, whereas self-healing refers to the re-integration of recovered cells into the system. This is a very particular interpretation of the two terms 'self-repair' and 'self-healing', which is not generally shared by other researchers.
This section thus provides a suggestion for a terminology and taxonomy which should be considered as a basis for discussion; it does not claim to be complete nor correct under all circumstances.
Taxonomy
This taxonomy is as generic as possible. This means that it remains rather abstract but could be used to derive more specific taxonomies for sub-areas, such as self-healing software or self-repairing robotics. The intention is to provide a basis for discussion. Three main aspects are considered: the failure that occurs (Section 2.1.1), the solution (Section 2.1.2) which addresses the failure, and the outcome (Section 2.1.3) of the approach.
Failures
A variety of aspects should be considered when investigating failures.
Causes The causes of failures in technological systems are diverse. They include -Mechanic -Thermic -Electrical -Electromagnetic -Chemical -Software or control system-related Failure types When failures occur, they are typically caused by one of the following:
-Accidental damage -Fatigue -Corrosion/degradation -Design problem (including software or control system design)
Failure characteristics Furthermore, failures typically are either -Permanent, which means they remain until repaired, or -Transient, and thus recover themselves, but may occur repeatedly [4] .
Damage When failures are related to damage, it may be of these types:
-Mechanic/structural: crack, rupture and deformation -Chemical, contaminant -Optical -Electrical/electronic: hazardous discharge and conductivity disturbance -Electromagnetic, photonic -Logical (software or control system) Damage may occur -Locally -Distributed over various locations -Globally
Solutions
Solution characteristics Self-healing mechanisms may have any combination of the following characteristics: -One-off or repetitive -Intrinsic or extrinsic (e.g. capsules added) -Autonomic or externally induced (software or user) -With or without external power -With or without system intelligence Solution mechanisms Self-repair or self-healing may be based on one or several of the following principles:
-Heat/cold -Exposure to radiation -Reshaping (e.g. through piezoelectric effect) -Re-establishment of equilibrium state -Material self-healing -Excluding faulty component -Replacing faulty component (redundancy of components) -Degeneracy (illustrated in Fig. 1 ): functional and structural redundancy and plasticity [15] -Redundancy of information -Stem-cell algorithm -Cell differentiation algorithm -Software agents (using any of their characteristics, such as adaptivity or redundancy, etc.) -Cell growth and division, and cell death
Outcomes
The success of a self-healing mechanism may also have various combinations of characteristics:
-Time scale for healing to occur: from immediate to a few seconds, minutes, hours, days or weeks -Temporary (for the system to finish its current task) or permanent -Consuming or conserving the self-healing capability -Restoring full functionality or maintaining the system in a degraded mode A preliminary mapping between damage types and potential healing solutions is provided in Fig. 2 . 2.2 Self-healing and self-repair terminology Various understandings of the terms self-healing and selfrepair exist, some of which are contradicting each other and discussed in Section 2.3. Table 1 gives a first impression of the understanding argued in this article, and the subsequent paragraphs provide more details. The terms 'micro' and 'macro' as used in Table 1 may not apply in the case of software systems.
Self-healing
Self-healing is a bottom-up approach, where the components of the system heal the damage from inside. Take for example my broken fingernail; the nail will grow back by itself and gradually remove the damaged area of the nail, without needing any conscious decision or control from the brain. Typically, a failing component is rehabilitated. Not all damage can be repaired, and the design of the self-healing mechanism cannot cover every damage. Additionally, the healing mechanism may also fail.
Self-repair
Self-repair is a top-down approach, where the system is able to maintain or repair itself. As an example, if one of my fingernails breaks, I will use my other hand to file the broken nail into a suitable form, based on a conscious decisions of my brain. Clearly, there is no external influence or control; I execute the repair on myself, using a tool. In case of a robot, an articulated arm may execute a repair function on the robot's base, assuming that it was designed for known failure modes. In case of a self-reconfigurable robotic system, a defective module will be excluded from the system as soon as the peers detect the failure. 2 Typically, failing components will be replaced.
Self-maintenance
Many systems require periodic maintenance interventions. Enabling systems to execute them autonomously will reduce their dependence on the availability of technicians, and it may also reduce downtime for maintenance. Selfmaintenance is most effective if the system is able to assess its own need for maintenance as well as to execute it. For instance, a machine would be able to detect the level of impurities in its hydraulic oil and when necessary, drain and refill it from a connected supply. Design for maintenance allows engineers to conceive systems in a way that takes their need for maintenance and repairs into account.
Assisted maintenance
In modes where the initiative lies with the technician, such as assisted maintenance or repair , the system is providing assistance to the technician. In cases where the initiative lies with the system, such as self-repair, self-healing and self-maintenance, the assistance comes from the technician providing help to the system. For instance, systems with assisted maintenance provide the user with data about their internal state as well as information about necessary maintenance operations and potentially specific instructions about how to execute them. Assisted maintenance requires that the system designer predicts which kind of failures may appear under which conditions and how the service technician should be assisted in executing the maintenance and repair operations. Assisted healing [16] and repair mean that a system requires human intervention or the intervention of a system-external agent to recover from damage or failure.
Preventive maintenance
In the vast majority of industrial applications, maintenance is performed periodically, for instance, every 3 months or every 100 cycles. These periods must be chosen with a suitable safety margin for the system to never fail because maintenance has not been performed yet. The consequence is that there is always a certain waste of resources. The alternative is to perform maintenance based on the measured condition of the systems, that is, for instance, to exchange the motor oil only once a sensor notifies that the particle concentration in the oil has reached a certain threshold.
Regenerative engineering
Regenerative engineering is a term coined from regenerative medicine, where organic tissue is recreated to replace a damaged one; applied to engineering, it could mean that inorganic material is given properties of organic tissues to achieve self-healing properties.
Discussion of self-healing versus self-repair
In the literature, various meanings are attributed with the introduced terminology. For instance, according to [16] , a 'self-healing system is a system that is able to perceive that it does not operate correctly and, without human intervention, to make the necessary adjustments to restore itself to normality'. Based on the definitions suggested in this article, however, the definition given in [16] applies to selfrepair, but not to self-healing; a differentiation that is not discussed in the cited work. In [17] , self-repair refers to the detection of a fault (through self-testing) and the dynamic replacement of the faulty sub-system. In the literature as well as common speech, the confusion of the terms self-healing and self-repair is very prevalent. For instance, the definition for self-healing in [18] corresponds to what this article suggests as a definition of self-repair: 'Self-healing systems are characterised by an automatic discovery of system failures, and techniques how to recover from these situations'.
A similar understanding is outlined in [4] : 'Self-healing implementations work by detecting disruptions, diagnosing failure root cause and deriving a remedy, and recovering with a sound strategy'. However, like in many other publications, also in [4] , the term repair/self-repair is used without definition, and sometimes in a confusing way. Yet another interpretation of self-healing is used in [19] , where 'the self-healing mechanisms should try to reconfigure the system to guarantee at least a limited work capability' and where 'self-healing is used to realise a graceful degradation of the system in case of failures'. Clearly, graceful degradation is not to be confused with neither self-repair nor self-healing, as it does not restore system health.
In the area of software engineering, the classification of self-healing and self-repair is tricky and does not easily suit the schema. There is, however, an argument which justifies the classification suggested in this article. For instance, software services are able to compose different systems according to the needs and the availabilities; as an example, the self-organising displays [20, 21] represented by services create ad-hoc compositions of available multimedia displays to serve a mobile user. The compositions may change in time, and thus, if a failure occurs in a display device-possibly detected electrically or opticallyeither the health of the problematic device will be restored or another composition will be formed using functional displays.
In such a scenario, where a user is streaming audio using a mobile ad-hoc network, which means that the music is saved on a device not directly connected with the device playing the music, the following could occur: One of the two devices might start to send messages continuously; thus the number of message collisions could prevent the user from hearing the audio with good quality. The system will have a diagnosis service which recognises that the music delivered to the user is below quality standards.
This problem could then be fixed in two ways-either by self-healing or self-repair: self-repair would mean that the system replaces the faulty devices by well-functioning ones. Self-healing, however, would mean that the playback service has a feature that automatically suppresses disturbing message streams. The existing problematic devices are rehabilitated.
Another difficult example is self-reconfigurable robots, where modules can replace each other and exclude failing ones. This may, at first view, look like self-healing, as it may be seen as a process that happens automatically and intrinsically. However, the self-reconfiguration requires the detection of a problem as well as an intelligent strategy to solve it and, thus, should be called self-repair.
Related terms
A set of terms are particularly relevant in the context of systems that are able to cope with failures. The terms robustness, dependability, resilience, redundancy, degeneracy and graceful degradation are often used in the same context: they all refer to how a system copes with failures and perturbations, which includes systems that are able to self-heal or self-repair.
Robustness [5]
A system does not easily get disturbed in its normal functioning. It can cope with failures, changing conditions, and is able to remain usable.
Maintenance-free
A variety of technologies are being developed with a view towards becoming completely maintenance-free [22] . This implies that they must not require any human interaction while in normal operation.
Degradation-free
Degradation is observed in many areas, with system performance decreasing over time. However, in electronics [23] and spectrometry [24] , the possibility of degradation-free systems has recently appeared.
Failure tolerance
A system is able to continue its normal operation in spite of failures occurring. The desire to build failure-tolerant systems goes back a long way [25] . [5] A damaged or perturbed system does not totally break down. It maintains at least part of its functionality, even if with reduced performance. This means that the process of self-healing/self-repair is either only very temporary or not complete.
Graceful degradation

Resilience [5]
The original meaning of resilience refers to the maximal elastic deformation of a material. In the context of computer science and robotics [26, 27] , resilience means dependability when facing changes, or in other words, its ability to maintain dependability while assimilating change without dysfunction. In the case of MetaSelf [28] , a key feature for dynamic resilience is the availability of dependability metadata at runtime. For instance, for dynamically attributing a new server, it is necessary to know the dependability values of the servers in question.
Dynamic resilience is a system's capacity to respond dynamically by adaptation in order to maintain an acceptable level of service in the presence of impairments' [27] , whereas predictable dynamic resilience refers to the capacity to deliver dynamic resilience within bounds that can be predicted at design time [29] . Accordingly, for MetaSelf, resilience metadata is information about system components, sufficient to govern decision-making about dynamic reconfiguration. Resilience policies serve as guidelines for reconfiguration. [5] Dependability is the ability of a system to deliver a service that can justifiably be trusted [30] . For instance, a cash machine must always provide the same service, and one must be sure that nothing else happens when we are requesting a certain amount of cash. Central to this definition is the notion that it is possible to provide a justification for placing trust in a system. In practice, this justification often takes the form of a dependability case which may include test evidence, development process arguments and mathematical or formal proof. This is a key issue for the industrial take up of autonomous systems as systems must be completely deterministic to satisfy traditional qualification requirements, especially for (military) aerospace.
Dependability
Degeneracy
According to [31] , degeneracy is an mechanism which can be observed in natural systems such as the brain. In case of a lesion, structurally different brain regions can adapt to take over the tasks of the damaged area. The same can also be achieved in technological systems. For instance, a robot may request new coalition partners to form composite skills, which allow them to take over the task of a failing original robot. Degeneracy is a combination of structural as well as functional redundancy and plasticity [15] .
Self-* terminology
Based on the working definitions published in [32] as well as those referenced and analysed in [33] , and taking into account the focus of the current work on self-healing and self-repair, the top-down hierarchy of self-* characteristics we suggest may be as follows:
Self-configuration
The system is able to put itself into an operating mode [5] , obtain its configuration parameters and initialise itself to provide the expected services [34] , or to readjust itself 'on the fly' [4] .
Self-adaptation
Systems are able to make small changes to maintain or improve their performance under potentially changing conditions [32] . Self-adaptive software evaluates its own behaviour and changes behaviour when the evaluation indicates that it is not accomplishing what the software is intended to do, or when better functionality or performance is possible [35] .
Self-optimisation
Self-optimisation means maximising resource utilisation to meet user needs [4] , reconfiguring the system depending on monitoring data and application-dependent metrics [19] .
Self-testing
Self-testing means that the system is able to determine its its own state [32] and to determine the presence of a fault [17] .
Self-monitoring
Using system-internal sensors, the system is able to monitor and keep track of its own performance. This may be connected to self-adaptivity in a feedback loop [32] . Selfmonitoring also refers to the logging of process data and its analysis [36] .
Self-knowledge
The system knows its own functionalities and characteristics [32] , or its inner states [37] .
Self-inspection
Using sensors and self-knowledge, the system investigates its own internal state [32] or compares the actual state with the intended one [38] .
Self-awareness
The system has prior knowledge of itself [39] and its internal as well as external states, where the latter are defined by the system being situated in its environment [32] .
Self-protection
The system anticipates, detects, identifies and protects itself from attacks [4, 39] . If protection implies anticipation, it requires some awareness of external states; otherwise, self-protection can be a passive or a reactive process.
Self-diagnosis
Besides self-awareness, the system also knows about its failure modes and can determine when one of them has occurred [32] , or it can detect and locate faults [40] .
Self-reconfiguration
The system is capable of autonomously re-arranging its components to fit changing circumstances [32, 41] .
Self-organisation
Self-organisation is the dynamical and adaptive mechanism or process enabling a system to acquire, maintain and change its organisation without explicit external command during its execution time. There is no centralised or hierarchical control. It is essentially a spontaneous, dynamical (re-) organisation of the system structure or composition [42, 43] . For a thorough discussion of self-organisation, refer to [32] .
Self-management
At the very core of the autonomic computing paradigm, it includes self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimising and self-protecting [44, 45] .
Notice that the above descriptions are working definitions; they may very well vary depending on the domain of application, and they certainly do require further discussion. Many authors use self-* terminology relying on the reader's intuitive understanding of the terms, but do not make the intended meaning explicit; examples include [46] [47] [48] . Furthermore, there is no limit to the variety of self-* terms that can be created; for instance: [38] refers to self-recognition. -Goldberg [37] explains self-deception.
Technology readiness level
Throughout the following survey sections, the commonly known technology readiness level (TRL) will be used to indicate how close the self-healing and self-repair mechanisms are to being used in an industrial context or another customer-oriented application.
The European Space Agency (ESA) defines the levels [51] as listed in Table 2 in the left column; our own interpretations are in the right column.
3 Self-healing software
Introduction
Software systems which consist of many interacting entities-such as agents or services-often have an intrinsic ability to adapt and to recover from failures and disturbances; adaption is the 'norm', and they are thus selfhealing by definition. Agents are self-contained units that have a certain autonomy. They have knowledge, skills and interfaces; they interact with their peers and with the environment. Their behaviour follows certain rules or policies. Multi-agent systems typically contain a redundancy: if one agent fails, another or several others will take over the task. Agents may collaborate and/or compete. Their behaviour will always depend on the rules of behaviour specified in their code, and thus, any desired self-* capability may be designed or provided through evolutionary techniques. This is not to imply that creating self-* properties in multi-agent systems is easy; numerous researchers all around the world are working on it, but there is certainly a lot of potential, and it may be easier to make a software system be self-* than a purely mechanical system. Self-* software systems arise from the result of two originally distinct research efforts both based on software agents to help software adapt to changes in their environments: self-managing software [52] and self-organising software [53] . Self-managing software addresses large-scale distributed systems that configure, heal, protect and optimise 'on their own', usually in a hierarchical way, in order to alleviate human administrators' work. Typical applications include management of corporate data centres, or more recently grid and cloud computing infrastructures. Self-organising software addresses distributed systems able to (re)-organise themselves without external control, and usually work in a decentralised way. Typical applications involve swarm robotics, optimization problems, agent coordination or services ecosystems. Recent work also tries to Analytical and experimental (same) critical function and/or characteristic proof-of-concept Level 4 Component and/or breadboard (same) validation in laboratory environment Level 5 Component and/or breadboard (same) validation in relevant environment Level 6 System/sub-system model or (same) prototype demonstration in a relevant environment (ground or space) Level 7
System prototype demonstration System prototype demonstration in a space environment in the end user environment Level 8 Actual system completed Actual system completed and 'flight qualified' through test and qualified through test and demonstration (ground or space) and demonstration Level 9 Actual system 'flight proven' Actual system through successful mission successfully operating operations in real-world application bring together those two research trends combining selfmanaging techniques with self-organising and decentralised ones together. It might be argued that software cannot heal itself because code can rarely write itself or correct itself when broken. It often comes down to self-management with dynamic reconfiguration. Self-healing is, however, a term used in this context in published literature about selfhealing.
Survey
Self-managing software is an answer to software systems getting increasingly complex and difficult to manage by human administrators. In this category, autonomic computing [49, 52] was proposed, inspired from the autonomic nervous system. It tackles specifically on four areas: self-configuration, self-optimisation, self-healing and selfprotection. Software should actively manage itself instead of passively being managed by a human administrator. Most self-* properties can be achieved under the responsibility of a single autonomous entity (a manager) which controls a hierarchy of other autonomous entities. The autonomic manager consists of a central loop which handles all upcoming events within the system. The autonomic manager follows the MAPE loop [66] , which stands for monitoring, analysis, planning and execution, supported by a knowledge base. An alternative to this centralised approach is decentralised autonomic computing [67] , where interacting and fairly autonomous individuals replace the manager.
High-level policies, specified by human administrators, are at the heart of self-managing systems. The adherence of autonomic managers to those policies, as well as their interactions globally ensures the policies. Policies may be of different types, from action-based (e.g. what to do in a given state) to goal-based (e.g. what the desired state to reach next) or to utility function-based (e.g. computation of the desired state to reach based on utility function to optimise) [68, 69] .
Concepts mirroring human mechanisms, such as reflex reactions and the use of vital signs to assess operational health, may be used to design and implement a personal autonomic computing architecture [55] . This was implemented on personal computing devices as a self-healing tool using a pulse monitor and a vital signs health monitor within the autonomic manager. The presented support architecture for multi-platform working is based on autonomic computing concepts and techniques and enables collaboration among personal systems to take a shared responsibility for self-awareness and environment awareness.
Autonomic computing is also used to manage the security of knowledge management systems in organisations [54] . A partial autonomic system with self-healing mechanisms can provide a stable environment for securing enterprise knowledge assets and can reduce hacking. The model of the self-protection and self-healing configuration attributes in autonomic systems uses game-theoretic approaches. The proposed modelling approach progressively moves from a manual intervention-oriented security setup to an autonomic security setup using game-theoretic approaches. The authors provide insights on the applicability of these approaches to different security environments. An autonomic approach is especially attractive when it is difficult to impose penalties on malicious users.
A grid platform exhibits the autonomic characteristic of self-healing to ensure workflow execution [59] . The work enables a mobile agent workflow management system to optimally configure its fault-tolerance mechanisms through awareness of the computational environment. The authors develop a model for dynamic fault-tolerance technique selection. This can be embedded in a mobile agent workflow management system, allowing the system to optimally configure its fault-tolerance mechanisms through awareness of the computational environment.
Self-organising software [53] targets decentralised systems made of numerous entities evolving together to produce some global result. Self-organisation is often closely related to self-healing, as adaptation is part of the regular behaviour of the system. So, in case of a failure, self-organisation will lead to the system maintaining its functionality in an alternative way. Self-organising software usually takes inspiration from nature and is composed of relatively simple autonomous components or agents, each applying specific rules with only a local knowledge of their environment. Through the joint work and local coordination of the different components, some global result 'emerges'. The different elements of design of a self-organising system include the (active) agents themselves, the self-organising mechanisms (or rules) to which they abide, the environment in which they evolve and the (static) artefacts on which agents and environment act upon [70] . A description of types of faults for self-organising systems linked to each design element is also provided in [70] .
Crucial to the decentralised coordination among agents are the self-organising mechanisms, usually inspired by nature. Among the most popular ones, we can cite: stigmergy (indirect communication through the environment like ant coordination through pheromones [65] ), bird flocking or fish schooling, gossiping or immune systems, as well as evolutionary techniques [71] . Engineering efforts led researchers to express those self-organising mechanisms under the form of design patterns [72, 73] . Recent work in this area provides a comprehensive classification and description of design patterns for self-organising mechanisms together with a detailed description of their interrelations [74] . This work is completed by a preliminary software architecture proposal for using the self-organising mechanisms as basic primitives provided by the environment [75] .
Shifters [60] are software agents that are similar to stem cells. In the beginning, they are neutral elements and then evolve towards having a specific function. This emergent adaptation is based on the needs of the system as well as adaptation pattern [76] and caused by the agent's interactions with its peers. By transforming initially neutral elements into any type of agent, just as required, the system has the ability to cope with failing agents by generating new ones. This is a type of redundancy strongly inspired by the way our body replaces dying cells by new ones.
Another cell-based programming model [61] serves as the basis for further programming abstractions which will inherit the biological characteristics of intrinsic robustness, scalability and self-healing. The computational cells go through a set of states and are able to reproduce through cell division in case some cells become defective. The intended functionality of this cell-based self-healing software model is the same as described above for shifters, although the mechanism used to achieve this is different. In order to take advantage of both worlds, research efforts are now combining both self-managing and self-organising characteristics within software systems.
Organic computing (OC) brings together neuroscience, molecular biology and software, with particular emphasis on self-* properties. Other areas of influence [77] are cybernetics, general systems theory, artificial neural networks, evolutionary algorithms, systems biology, computational intelligence, cognitive systems, behaviour-based robotics and multi-agent systems. 3 OC aims at a favourable tradeoff between autonomy and controllability, which machines may never lose, i.e. freedom and safety. A similar trade-off is required between robustness versus sensitivity [77, 78] . One of the main goals of OC is to find ways of controlling emergence [79] . OC is oriented towards the user's needs: to be more user-friendly, systems are designed to be life-like. They dynamically adapt to the changing environment. To achieve this, OC previews the controller/observer architecture [80] , which is very generic. It consists of three layers: a top layer (high level) with reasoning, simulations and observation capabilities, which can give feedback; a middle layer; and a bottom-up layer (low level) with reflexes. The low level assertions [79] are similar to action policies (ifthen rules). The counterpart in the system which receives violation messages is the observer (acting as a sensor or detector); the one which takes measures accordingly is the controller [56] . When the observer decides that reconfiguration is necessary, the controller will execute it. Notice that the above-mentioned self-managing MAPE architecture can be considered as a type of observer/controller architecture. The architecture does, however, have some centralised and top-down structures, as management and supervision functionalities are bundled in the framework component, which is the control and configuration manager. But this depends on the actual implementation, which can also be decentralised.
Taking inspiration from chemical reactions, the MYR-IADS project [62] designs and implements systems and environments for autonomous service and resource management in distributed virtualised infrastructures, such as grids or cloud computing. The focus is on creating dependable applications and efficiently managing resources in the future internet of services. Computations happen according to a set of rules, similar to how chemical reactions happen between molecules in a solution; this is described in the chemical reaction model [81] . The computational 'molecules' are stored in a multi-set, and their reactions occur in parallel and in an autonomous way. Hence, services may be composed to fulfil tasks that are specified as workflows [82] .
The SAPERE project [63] tackles both self-management and self-organisation for ecosystems of services, exploiting the chemical reaction metaphors to accommodate both self-management and self-organisation in a unified framework. Actual implementation involves a middleware deployed on intelligent screens and tablets communicating with each other, and supporting self-management and self-composition of context-aware services.
A distributed layered architecture is used for multirobot cooperation with self-* properties [64] . The upper layer uses ant behaviour (based on stigmergy) to selfregulate the regional distribution of robots in proportion to that of the moving targets. The lower layer uses self-organising neural networks to coordinate their target tracking; self-configuring, self-optimising, self-healing, and self-protecting are emergent properties resulting from this approach. In the same mindset, through a joint use of rules for self-organising mechanisms and policies, the MetaSelf framework [28] provides a proposal to accommodate both self-management and self-organisation in a unified framework. Other policy-based approaches [69] lead to self-healing systems, where artificial intelligence principles provide guidance for autonomic systems to choose actions that move it into desirable states. Meta-rules [83] allow systems to adapt their rule-guided behaviour to dynamically changing conditions. Additional works targeting specific applications or new concepts include [57] , where the term 'self-healing' is used in an argumentation for applying the principles of complex adaptive systems to the engineering of selfrepairing energy systems, telecommunications, transportation, financial and other infrastructures. The suggested approach consists mainly of using multi-agent software systems to obtain robustness and adaptivity, which are intrinsic characteristics of self-healing and self-repairing systems. To realise the self-healing function in computing software and systems under real-time requirement, a new concept defined as consequence-oriented diagnosis and healing is introduced [84] . The hybrid diagnosis tool is based on the multivariate decision diagram, fuzzy logic and neural networks, achieving efficiency in diagnosing and preventing software and system failures.
More generally, to achieve self-healing in software systems, an architectural style needs to meet certain requirements [85] , which include adaptability, dynamicity, awareness, autonomy, robustness, distributability, mobility and traceability. These requirements support the four phases of a self-adaptive software life cycle which consists of monitoring, planning the necessary changes, deploying change descriptions and enacting the changes. How well an architectural style meets the requirements for self-healing can be measured along five features of software architectures: external structure, topology rules, behaviour, interaction and data flow.
Further details and reviews of autonomic communications discussing issues linked with self-organisation, decentralisation, context-awareness and stability are provided in [86] . A survey of bio-inspired networked systems technologies reviewing both self-managing and self-organising systems is provided by [87] .
A survey and synthesis on self-healing software [16] provides references to further work and categorises the contributions as focusing on maintaining system health, detecting failures and system recovery. Especially in terms of software systems, it is important to make the difference between self-healing systems and systems that are self-adaptive, robust, resilient or dependable [16] ; for a discussion of these terms, see Section 2.4.
Self-healing systems can be seen in the context of work on fault-tolerant computing [88] and resilience [29] , where the goal is to enable a system to maintain its intended function even when facing faults, and recovery oriented computing [89] which contributes by providing dependable internet services.
Finally, a recently published survey on self-healing software systems [4] similarly points out that these systems originate both from research on fault-tolerant [25] , selfstabilising [90] and survivable [91] systems, as well as in autonomic computing [52] and self-adaptive [35] systems. A lot of importance is given to feedback loops in self-healing systems, which can be implemented in various ways and at various levels, as well as to the system behaviours being guided by adaptable policies. A particular challenge is the fact that there is often a grey zone between desired or healthy and undesired or faulty system behaviour. The survey [4] provides an overview of failure classes, based on the failures of fault-tolerant systems [92] , as well as a broad survey on implemented approaches and applications in the areas of embedded systems, operating systems, architecture-based as well as cross or multi-layered approaches, agent-based systems, reflective middleware, legacy applications, discovery systems, web services and quality of service-based systems. The approaches are analysed in terms of their strategies for detection, diagnosis and recovery. Table 3 provides an overview on the technology readiness levels of the mechanisms for self-healing used in the work cited above.
Analysis of mechanisms
Self-healing electronics
Introduction
Electronics is an area with clear and achievable cases for demonstrating self-healing: micro-and nano-scale interconnects and semiconductor structures are extremely sensitive to electromagnetic, chemical and mechanical influences, and are therefore susceptible to a variety of fatigue mechanisms and external upset events. Self-contained reliability is most often achieved by one of two approaches: faulttolerance and self-repair. Fault-tolerant methods enable the system to absorb one or more failure events while continuing normal operation. On the other hand, self-repair strategies are reactionary, i.e. they activate after the failure event has occurred and seek to restore operation by some internal reconfiguration mechanism.
Survey
A feature of all self-restoring systems is an algorithm, process or chemical reaction that is trying to converge on a final state of wholeness, healthiness or perhaps minimum energy or entropy. To emulate this in electronic systems, it is easiest first to think of the software algorithm that will act to restore a data pattern. Simply keeping a copy of the correct pattern to cross check is one solution, but the risk of the master copy being corrupted leads quickly to the use of triple modular redundancy (TMR) or N-modular redundancy strategies. This is a huge overhead in resource: a 300 % increase in ICT cost to protect one circuit's output. Alternative strategies have been suggested, whereby a finer-grained redundancy can lead to fractional overheads by exploiting the reconfigurability of field programmable gate array (FPGA) devices to reroute around localised faults [105] . This granularity provides a tuning slide, where the overhead is in proportion to the protection required. In [93, 94] , the mapping of this software approach is mapped to the hardware structures themselves. Achieving fault-tolerant electronics has been the focus of mission critical systems for several years. Of the possible strategies, TMR has been applied most extensively for the case when a single event upset (SEU) is predicted to affect a particular system or sub-system [106] . Alternative strategies have been proposed, where the functional electronics behaviour is implemented by a CA, the global output state of which is determined by a special set of rules and by state mapping logic. In addition to such ultra-reliable applications, this is perhaps equally relevant to high-volume electronics markets that exhibit underlying reliability issues.
A fault-tolerant parallel processor based on cellular automaton models was proposed [107] , in which the behaviour of processing element arrays is governed by CA neighbourhood state-transition rules including the flow of data. When a faulty interconnection or processing element is detected, reconfiguration to healthy state is achieved by masking and re-mapping between the faulty and redundant elements. This concept has been advanced by considering the processing unit as a convergent cellular automata [94] , i.e. a set of CA rules is derived deterministically which are driven by nearest-neighbour communication and which are independent of the current state of the CA. The next-state rules drive the CA to relentlessly converge upon a specified global state. If cellular states are mapped to logic functions (via selectable bitstreams), the CA behaves as a robust logic unit and redundant cells replace faulty ones in the event of failure.
A working full adder was demonstrated by this principle using an FPGA (a custom ASIC design would lead to a more efficient implementation), wherein spare cells are included in the design which are used when a faulty cell is detected, the rule set being copied to the replacement cell. A reliability analysis compared the CA implementation to that of an N-modular redundant system consuming equivalent FPGA resource and showed that for many situations, the reliability of the CA implementation was considerably higher especially for ultra-reliability scenarios. Besides rules, the behaviour of a CA is driven by boundary values; by following the same rules but instead new boundary values, it was shown that the CA converges to new behaviour in the form of other logic units.
Another approach to self-healing electronic hardware is inspired by eucaryotes and procaryotes [95] : Memory cells contain the equivalent of DNA fragments which describe the cell's characteristics and functionalities. Faulty genes can then be extracted from neighbouring cells and using correlation mechanisms, allow the damaged cell to self-heal and establish its original state. The system is hierarchical, with the logical block corresponding to a biological molecule, up to an electronic array representing a biofilm formed of bacteria, and a bus standing for a cytoskeleton.
To make electronic circuits self-heal, carbon nano-tubes have been encapsulated inside polymer spheres. Carbon nano-tubes have high electrical conductivity, and their elongated shape is ideal for lining up to bridge gaps [96] . When the electronic circuits experience a mechanical impact-for instance, because a phone is dropped on a hard floor-tiny gaps may appear in the structure and impair the functioning. The carbon nano-tubes may then repair the circuit and re-establish its function. Alternatively, the same effect is reached through the inclusion of micro-capsules that are filled with a liquid metal (gallium-indium) [97, 98] . A combination of bigger and smaller micro-capsules may optimise both reliability and conductivity after repair.
A different type of self-healing in electronic chips relies on electrical fuses [99, 100] : after self-diagnosis with the help of an on-chip built-in self-test, the chip is able to 'blow' fuses to reroute its circuit to avoid defective areas. The so-called eFuse is a micro-metric strip of polycrystalline silicon and is operated through electromigration, which is a process where current pushes atoms out of place and thus changes their electro-conductivity, resulting in a logical rerouting of the circuit.
Related approaches use insulator layers, for instance aluminium oxide, which melt away when a voltage is applied that is greater than the insulator's breakdown voltage. Application examples include street lamps and christmas lights; their bulbs are serially connected. If one fails, all of them would stop working. Thanks to the melting fuse, however, the remaining bulbs continue to function even in the presence of failing ones.
The BioWatch [14] was part of the Embryonics project, 4 which also developed multicellular automata with selfrepair and self-replication [108, 109] . The BioWatch is an application example of the BioWall, a bio-inspired electronic wall covered with 'reconfigurable computing tissue' that can display the time and has touch-sensitive buttons for the human to interact with the wall. Indeed, touching a cell causes a temporary 'cell death'. The self-repair mechanism then replaces the dead cell by a peer, whereas through self-healing, a recovered cell is re-integrated into the system. Each cell contains a compete blueprint of the system and fulfils its specific function in time counting depending on its position; the system is thus highly redundant. This electronic tissue models the biological processes of ontogeny (growing, here including learning), epigenesis (development) and phylogeny (evolution); this is also called the POE model, and accordingly, POEtic tissue [110] .
In the scope of the PERPLEXUS project, a bioinspired approach to electronics named THESEUS was developed [10] . The logical cells all contain the full genome and express different functionalities depending on their place in the organism. Faulty logical cells are replaced by others, which are then differentiated accordingly. The configuration of the system spreads through the cell array by a serial propagation mechanism. Through to the system's capability to self-inspect and to self-reconfigure, a form of self-repair can be achieved.
A similar approach, also based on the POE model, implements the embryonic approach on an FPGA-based artificial cell network [101] . Due to cell redundancy and information redundancy, the system exhibits robustness and fault tolerance when facing cell failures.
In microprocessors, soft errors can be eliminated by various error detection and correction methods such as parity and error-checking codes which are able to correct one or more bit errors occurring in a data stream. The soft error rate for this kind of SEU is expected to increase in the future due to diminishing transistor size [111] . These selfcorrecting mechanisms are routinely applied to strategic points within the processor system such as the memory controller.
Recovery from hard errors in microprocessor systems is demonstrated by the IBM POWER high-performance critical server platform [111, 112] . These microprocessors are capable of restoring operation following permanent hardware failures in memory and clock signal sub-components by invoking redundant hardware in an autonomous fashion that would otherwise require system downtime. Concern over the reliability of external bus interconnections is addressed in the dynamic random access memory (DRAM) interface, which is capable of sustaining failure in one or more data bit lines by dynamically re-mapping the faulty bit line to a redundant bit line. This is performed either during power-on self-test or during execution and requires co-operation between the CPU and memory controller. The faulty condition is initially detected by the occurrence of parity errors and failed re-send requests. In addition to external faults, the CPU also runs continuous memory checks during either execution or idle time.
Advanced error correction is implemented in external Dual Inline Memory Modules (DIMM), such that in the event of a faulty DRAM chip being detected, the DIMM is capable of sustaining further data errors and, therefore, does not require immediate replacement. By further including redundant DIMM modules, memory self-healing is enhanced by re-mapping troublesome DIMM ranks to corresponding ranks of redundant modules [113] . Memory checking in idle time can be performed via data scrubbing to systematically check all memory cells. If during this procedure an irrecoverable failure is detected, a chipkill event is issued, whereby the processor marks the offending memory location as defect and remaps to another location. Memory modules with the IBM Chipkill were combined with RAID functionality for the NASA Pathfinder Mars mission [114] .
A self-repairing mechanism is also applied to the master oscillator of the main board of IBM POWER and Intel Itanium processors [112, [115] [116] [117] , whereby a redundant oscillator is immediately initiated in the event of failure. This requires dynamic self-synchronisation between the two oscillators to ensure seamless switchover.
A formal method for the analysis and synthesis of a digital system with inherent fault tolerance [102] uses Petri nets to determine the necessary level of redundancy. The technique has ramifications for designing fault tolerance into chips using high-level synthesis tools rather than at the gate level. High-level analysis leads to low-level analysis, where error checking, built-in self-tests, redundancy and other self-repair concepts can be added.
An early approach towards self-* electronics was the fault-tolerant architecture [103] for self-maintaining AGV, based on vision involving direct replacement or rippling out of modules. The challenge in image processing is to balance processing requirement, error correction and real-time constrains (i.e. speed vs. reliability); it is addressed through electronic processor scheduling.
Also, fault diagnosis for electronic systems [104] , applied to a distributed vehicle system, contributes to self-* properties becoming more realistic. The sharing of fault diagnosis information among different levels assists the repair process. Table 4 provides an overview on the technology readiness levels of the mechanisms for self-healing used in the work cited above.
Analysis of mechanisms
Self-healing materials
Introduction
Self-healing materials are increasingly appearing in the media lately, for instance, with some manufacturers promising self-healing paint on their cars or phone protection cases, or with researchers developing resins that can be integrated in aircraft to show micro-cracks. Self-healing materials is clearly the area with the most directly applicable research, where industry shows the least resistance to deployment. Today, self-healing materials are best known to the general public, although first advances were made almost a hundred years ago.
Survey
Probably one of the earliest examples of self-repairing technology are car tires invented around 1934: the first tires that could temporarily self-heal in case of damage had been invented for military purposes-to resist gun shots-and were then also used on commuter trains and trolleys [118] . Since then, various versions of the idea have appeared and been sold to customers who are ready to pay the higher price, both for self-healing and assisted healing. 5 Self-healing coatings or paint have hit the headlines several times over the last few years and created great expectations among car owners [131] . An 'early stage' company called Autonomic Materials have started to market self-healing coatings from Champaign, IL, USA, under an exclusive licence.
The polymer coatings contain micro-capsules of repairing agents as well as catalysts which are set free when the coating is damaged. The healing polymerisation process takes energy from ultra-violet light and re-creates an even surface. By treating micro-cracks in their early phases, bigger cracks are prevented from spreading [119, 120] . It remains, however, unsolved at present if largerscale damage caused by mechanical influence can be healed as well.
In polymers and composites, three types of self-healing have been observed so far: capsule-based healing systems, vascular healing systems (inspired by the caoutchouc tree) and intrinsic healing polymers [1] . The self-healing mechanisms may require an external source of energy or pressure.
Vascular systems may use different technologies: In one case, hollow glass fibres inside laminate layers provide a separated space for the healing resin to flow, at the cost of high brittleness. In the other case, tin solder is included in the laminate to create the vascular network and is then melted at high temperatures [121, 122] . Modelling such composite laminate structures, it can be determined where damage is most likely to occur and, thus, where the healing resins must be located ideally [132] .
An application of such technology, Firetec 6 has a range of self-* fire extinguishers with self-healing tubes and system level self-repair capabilities. They address the automatic targeted sensorless extinguishing of fires.
Self-healing not only helps against corrosion and mechanical damage but also thermic damage. Besides the previously cited approaches to self-healing, also other In ballistic self-healing, a bullet penetrating a plastic membrane generates enough heat for the material to intrinsically re-seal the hole; socalled nano-clay beams are healing elements in elastomers that will absorb mechanical energy by opening up and heal again once the stress is released. In self-healing bearings, one of the usual steel balls is replaced by a ceramic ball, which will constantly polish the raceways and maintain them in a super-finished condition. This considerably increases the bearing's wear resistance while reducing noise and vibrations [124] .
Alternatively, the same principle as in self-healing paint can also be used for bearing surface coatings: lubricant capsules will burst when surface wear starts to appear, and can-at least for as long as the additional lubrication lasts -prevent further damage [134] . Recent related research investigates the possibility to produce coatings containing capsules with two types of substances which may act as a two-component adhesive.
To achieve the maximal material strength, the concentration of capsules should be minimal, but more capsules means more self-healing. A solution to his may be the integration of micro-wires made of shape memory alloy in the composite material, as it was done for the Alinghi hull [2, 135] . Electric current brings deformed wires back into their original shape, and thus the few self-healing capsules are sufficient to heal the smaller crack. Additionally, the local heating due to the electricity facilitates the healing polymerisation effect. The challenge is now for the material to become able to sense where it has been damaged and to send current to these locations only.
Concrete-as used in construction-develops selfhealing properties if micro-capsules with a sodium silicate solution are included [3] . Corrosion is effectively inhibited, and cracks are healed. Also, structures built of traditional lime mortar are known to exhibit such self-healing properties through natural recristallisation when exposed to air, but concrete has many other properties which are needed by today's construction industry, such as a higher strength and being easier to work with than mortar.
A step further towards biotechnology goes the inclusion of bacteria in concrete or asphalt to repair cracks [125] . As soon as water is intruding, the alkali-resistant sporeforming bacteria create minerals that fill up the crack and thus re-seal the material. A related approach is to use protocells [126] to build 'living' structures that dynamically reinforce the existing old ones, such as walls and piles. In the Future Venice project, 7 the idea is that the protocells use substances available in the water or air to self-assemble and build structures. 8 On-the-fly repairs (in the literal sense) occur in selfhealing aircraft: the hollow parts of composite-based plane are filled with a hardening epoxy resin, which 'bleeds' out of any hole or crack that forms during a flight and patches it up. This assures a safe continuation of the journey, until the aircraft can be properly repaired on the ground. The idea is that the healing liquid might be flowing through a vascular system in the plane, similar to the way blood circulates in our body [122, 123] .
The latest advances in terms of artificial skin combine pressure and flexion sensitivity with mechanical self-healing [137] . It is a composite material composed of a supramolecular organic polymer with embedded nickel nano-structured micro-particles. When ruptured, the material can re-establish both electrical conductivity and mechanical strength. Table 5 provides an overview on the technology readiness levels of the mechanisms for self-healing used in the work cited above.
Analysis of mechanisms
Self-healing and self-repairing mechanics
Introduction
Purely mechanical self-healing or self-repair is very limited and rare. Most often, the phenomenon of self-repair manifests itself in a mechanical system, although strictly speaking, its origin may be in the material, the control system or in redundancy. Nevertheless, the manifestation makes it count as mechanical, because the self-repair is crucial for the system to remain mechanically functional.
Survey
In the agricultural industry, self-sharpening ploughshares were developed because the traditional ploughshares would become dull after a few hours' work. The principle was patented in 1785 by Robert Ransome from Ipswich, UK [127] . The principle was that the lower surface would be cooled more than the upper one. With iron being harder at lower temperatures, the lower surface would thus be harder, and abrasion would be slower than on the upper side. This simple mechanism assured that the cutting edge would always be sharp, and today's ploughshares still use the same principle. Certainly, the calculations of abrasion laws have become more precise, and the materials more sophisticated, e.g. multi-layered [140] . However, self-sharpening ploughshares are still observed to perform considerably better than traditional ones [141] .
Self-sharpening knives [128] work with the same principle, but the increased hardness of one surface is due to Hardide T M , which consists of tungsten carbide nanoparticles dispersed in a metal tungsten matrix. Nanostructured materials show unique toughness and crack and impact resistance. Thus, coating only one side of tools for cutting paper and plastics, while leaving the other side uncoated; therefore, more vulnerable to abrasion leads to self-sharpening effects [128] . Indeed, the thin hard coating on one side of the blade will serve as the sharp cutting surface, while the softer metal which carries the coating will get abraded and never let the blade become blunt.
While the development of a self-sharpening form of the ploughshares and knives qualifies as a mechanical strategy for self-healing, the use of a multi-layered material would, strictly speaking, make the example belong to Section 5; however, the effect of the self-sharpening does manifest itself, critically maintaining a mechanical functionality. If it was not for the material keeping the knife sharp, it would lose its use.
Recently, another type of self-sharpening knife has appeared on the consumer market. Their 'self-sharpening' effect is reached by sliding the blade over an abrasive surface every time the knife is taken out of the holder. In this sense, the cutting surface does not really self-sharpen, but is sharpened by the unaware user; in other words, the user is considered as being inside the borders of the considered system here. This is a concrete illustration of how the definition of system boundaries is crucial for defining a system as being self-* or not.
While usually not referred to as self-healing or selfrepairing, shape memory alloys or smart metals are capable of re-establishing an initial cold-forged state after deformation. Shape memory materials [129] are used in numerous applications across many fields, including aircrafts, automotive industry and medical engineering, to name but a few. Therefore, by exposing a deformed part to the necessary stimulus (typically a change of temperature, electrical current or a magnetic field), the original shape would be regained, and the system might resume its functionality. Shape memory materials may thus be considered as offering a mechanism that is predestined to be used for self-healing or self-repair.
Under the title of 'self-repairing mechanical systems', the principles used in reconfigurable robotics (Section 8)- [125, 126] Functionality being explored namely self-assembly and self-repair through module replacement-were discussed [130] . This requires component redundancy and functional redundancy, meaning that the system includes several of the same modules and that a function can be achieved through various module combinations. 9 The idea is that faulty components are excluded from the system and replaced by peers. A survey of self-assembly at macro-scale [9] (for surveys on self-assembly at micro-scale see [142, 143] ) includes robotic and other systems, all composed of modules which are either self-propelled or moved by an external force. Generally, self-assembly processes depend on the characteristics of the components and their possibilities for selectively bonding with peers. Most systems are homogeneous, and in the few cases with heterogeneous modules, the distinct module types are only very few. In some cases, a seed is necessary to trigger the self-assembly process. Self-repair is an intrinsic capability of most selfassembly systems because failing modules can easily be replaced by other modules which are either already part of the system or which are acquired from the environment [9] .
The concept of self-assembly is also found in irregular cellular automata where cells, driven by rules that govern not only their next state mapping but also which neighbouring cells are used to determine the next state, arrange themselves into complex shapes [93] . The desired global pattern is partitioned into sub-regions, each denoted by different neighbourhood functions. Self-assembly originates from the origin cell, and new cells attach themselves to existing cells that broadcast their cell state. By further arranging for the CA rules to cause deterministic convergent behaviour, self-assembly is regulated by convergence, i.e. once the CA has reached convergent state assembly is complete. The presence of convergent rules also makes the system self-healing; the pattern will automatically reconfigure to the convergent state in the event of an external disturbance. The method is extensible to 3D patterns and complex designs, for instance, to mechanically adjust brushes for wear and so prolong motor life. Table 6 provides an overview on the technology readiness levels of the mechanisms for self-healing used in the work cited above.
Analysis of mechanisms
Self-healing MEMS
Introduction
MEMS devices are usually very cheap because they are mass fabricated. The interest of spending time and effort to make them self-healing or self-repair may thus seem without avail. However, most MEMS devices are integrated into bigger and more expensive systems, be it a mobile phone, an airbag or something else. The bigger system needs high levels of availability and reliability. After all, we do not want to bring our phone to the repair centre to get the gyroscope MEMS exchanged repeatedly, even if the cost of the gyroscope is insignificant. There is thus reasonable motivation to design MEMS that can autonomously recover from incurred damage, although the advances made so far are very scarce.
Survey
MEMS exhibit a large set of different typical failures [154, 155] . They include: stiction (static friction), wear, fracture, crystallographic defects, creep, degradation of dielectrics, environmentally induced failures, electric-related failures and packaging problems. To the best knowledge of the authors, these problems are mostly addressed through improved design, improved materials and adapted handling.
A rare exception is the self-repairing MEMS accelerometer [138] , which has redundant gauging finger modules. Only four of the six modules are being used at once; when a module becomes defective, a circuit connection control mechanism replaces the faulty element by a redundant one. Thanks to this so-called built-in self-repair strategy, the reliability of the accelerometer is considerably improved [156, 157] .
An example of a strategy to prevent MEMS failure is the use of a surface lubricant [139] : silicon oxide surfaces which rub against each other get easily damaged, and a lubricant could protect them. Three ways for applying polymer lubricants are investigated: hard coatings, vapour phase lubrication and boundary film lubrication. They all reduce friction and thus wear on silicon surfaces and thus prolong MEMS life cycles, but they are not self-healing mechanisms in the proper sense. Their relevance is due to the potential of using surface lubricants in new self-healing MEMS designs, which will require such mechanisms and ways of manipulating micromechanical systems. Table 7 provides an overview on the technology readiness levels of the mechanisms for self-repairing used in the work cited above. 8 Self-repairing robotics
Analysis of mechanisms
Introduction
Close to all robotic systems that currently exhibit some form of self-repair are self-reconfigurable, which means that they consist of a few to a few hundred modules that can connect to their peers and thus collectively form a bigger whole. Modules can be added, removed or exchanged at any time. Redundancy thus assures that the system as a whole may be considered as self-repairing. A few other approaches exist as well, as cited towards the end of the following paragraph. Note that the use of self-healing materials or self-healing electronics on a robot does not, according to the view taken by this article, qualify the robot as self-healing. This section looks into robotic systems that have additional characteristics of self-healing or self-repair that critically contribute to the 'robot functionality' itself.
Survey
Most robotics projects investigated at a scientific level approach the problem of self-repair through modularity and redundancy; a failing module or robot will be replaced by a functional one. Usually, the robots or modules used in these approaches are physically and functionally homogeneous, which means that they all have the same physical and functional characteristics. The robotic modules can connect with each other through some mechanism. Often, they exhibit some degree of self-adaptivity and self-organisation. A wide range of self-reconfigurable robots exists [41] . This article will only mention a small selection of them, due to their similarities in terms of system-level self-repair. Selfreconfigurable robots are sometimes also referred to as Table 7 Technology readiness levels in mechanisms for self-repairing MEMS
Mechanism
TRL Reference Reasoning
Redundancy with rewiring L3 [138] Critical function observed in the lab Surface lubrication L1 [139] Basic principles observed being polymorphic because of their ability to change their shape and move in various ways. S-bots are individual identical mobile robots which collectively compose a Swarm-bot [145] . Swarm-bots are strongly inspired by social insects (ants), can autonomously assemble into 2-dimensional structures and collectively transport objects. Teamwork [162] is possible thanks to the emergence of higher-order entities composed of several robots. The robots solve a foraging task including exploration, path formation, recruitment, self-assembly from S-bots into Swarm-bots and group transport without identifying their peers (the robots are interchangeable). In certain robotic swarms, the robots perform trophallaxis [146] , which means that they are able to share energy with their peers and thus 'repair' a robot whose battery has gone flat. Given that both robots are part of the same system, this qualifies as self-repair. Furthermore, swarm members have also been observed to imitate each other's behaviours [147] , which may prove to be useful to deal with failures, either through re-training a problematic peer or by replacing it by a new one that must be familiarised with the swarm behaviour.
The successor of Swarm-bots are Swarmanoids [163, 164] , where heterogenous mobile robots collaborate in 3D to collectively achieve a common task. The autonomous robots come in three types: eye-bots, hand-bots, and footbots. These robots are used for a multitude of different experiments in the spirit of ant-inspired collective intelligence. Both in case of the Swarm-bots and the Swarmanoids, their redundancy and self-organisation leads to self-repair at the swarm-level.
Molecubes [144] are cubic robots that form versatile shapes in a 3D lattice. Their swivelling movement along the (1,1,1) plane gives them a different type of mechanical flexibility than most other modular robots have. Each Molecube can carry numerous peers. Through evolved selfreconfiguration sequences, the robots can transform themselves from any initial shape to any target shape. Failing modules are either carried along or excluded and replaced by a peer.
The concept of robotic sand [165] or robotic pebbles [152] takes the idea of self-reconfiguration to the extreme by miniaturising the robotic modules. They connect to their peers through electromagnets and are able to take any desired body form through self-disassembly and re-assembly. Due to the very small size, their distributed intelligence relies on minimal computing power. The concept of robotic sand is related to the earlier project on smart sand [166] , where tiny MEMS components-sensors, robots, power sources, networking devices and othersinteract wirelessly and execute a sensing task, as well as the follow-up project on smart specks. 10 A different type of project, but also following the idea of redundancy, the solar-powered Odysseus [148] also executes self-repair on-the-fly: the aircraft will be able to autonomously modify its body and thus to exclude failing modules. Odysseus is a project in the scope of the DARPA Vulture programme, aiming at aircraft which can remain airborne over a duration of five years.
Space robotics also needs systems that are able to cope with failures. A decentralised autonomous control algorithm using parallel processing with low-performance processors was developed to control hyper-redundant manipulators [167] . The system is thus able to position itself correctly even if some joints are blocked.
Designed for remote situations like a mission to Mars, modular toy robots are able to assemble identical copies of themselves [149] . This possibility also allows for a basic form of self-repair: the robots replace failing modules with new functional ones. In this case, the modules are heterogeneous in form and function. The robot in search for modules identifies them through a barcode.
A rather amusing example of self-repair or selfreassembly is the robotic chair [150] . Every part of the chair has a robotic module inside which is able to locomote and find its neighbours after the chair has disassembled and dropped to the floor. While the usefulness of this chair is questionable, it is an impressive demonstrator of what basically any product could do if its components had computational and locomotive capabilities.
Commercially available robotic systems such as LEGO Mindstorms and others inspire children as well as adults all around the world to create systems with a multitude of characteristics, including a robot which can autonomously exchange its own wheel [151] ; a video is available online. 11 A completely different approach to self-healing consists of the robot modifying its internal model of itself to the changing state of its body, and thus to find alternative ways of maintaining its functionality. For instance, a walking robot which loses a limb will modify its gait to still be able to walk [26] . Most of this work was done through software simulations, but practical experiments were done as well. 12 A recurrent cerebellar model articulation controller was developed for the fault-tolerant control of a two-legged robot [153] . An online fault estimation module provides approximation information in case of system failure and modelling error. The controller then stabilises the system to compensate for the effects of the failure and to achieve fault accommodation. Table 8 provides an overview on the technology readiness levels of the mechanisms for self-healing used in the work cited above.
Analysis of mechanisms
Other self-healing technologies
Introduction
A few self-healing and self-repairing technologies do not seem to match the above categories or are too interdisciplinary to be associated with any of the specific areas and are thus described subsequently.
Survey
The use of fault-tolerant sensors [168] for systems to monitor themselves in combination with the availability of actuators in feedback loops enable systems to self-adapt, which is a step on the way to self-healing. Especially in industrial environments, self-adaptation is often a first achievable step. It allows systems to run more independently and to correct minor deviations automatically and autonomously. This has two consequences: on the one hand, some potential failures may be avoided by correcting deviations early, and on the other hand, machines which self-monitor and self-adapt are predestined for receiving further self-* capabilities in the future, and their operators are already used to handling their partial autonomy. For a survey and discussion, refer to [7] .
A self-healing house-currently being investigated in a project named Intelligent Safe and Secure Buildings 13 -includes nano-polymer particles which convert into liquid when under pressure, flow into cracks, and solidify. Sensors in the walls and building structures collect data about vibrations and stress, and allow the inhabitants to be warned early in case of danger.
Naval shipboard power systems may be equipped with an automated self-healing strategy based on reconfiguration [158] . The focus is on problem diagnosis and reconfiguration of power systems on a typical surface 13 http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=EN NEWS& ACTION=D&SESSION=&RCN=27445 Homogeneous redundancy with self-reconfiguration L6 [41, 144] Systems have been demonstrated to function in real-world environments, but due to the frequent lack of concrete application case, many systems have not been assigned an end user environment yet Coordination mechanisms L3 [145] [146] [147] Observed in the lab Air-borne homogeneous self-reconfiguration L2 [148] The real state of the project remains undisclosed, but it is assumed that a functioning demonstrator will be announced as soon as it exists Autonomous replacement of heterogeneous modules L3 [149] [150] [151] [152] Observed in the lab Trophallaxis (sharing energy) L3 [146] Observed in the lab Adaptive self-modelling and failure compensation L3 [26, 153] Observed in the lab combatant ship for service restoration. Faulty components are quickly isolated and alternative power supply arranged. Airy beams are a particularly robust type of waves which can maintain their shape and structure in turbulent and scattering environments. They have been observed to exhibit self-healing behaviour [159] when reforming during propagation under perturbations. Airy beams move along parabolic trajectories, whereas their centre of gravity follows a straight line. As opposed to screening or photovoltaic spatial solitons, this new class of selflocalised beams owes its existence to carrier diffusion effects [169] .
Self-healing photovoltaics [160, 161] are at a border-line between self-healing and self-replicating: the molecules of which the photovoltaic substance consists of constantly disassemble and re-assemble. This way, the substance never remains in a static state, which would lead to the substance's degradation due to the solar radiation. Table 9 provides an overview on the technology readiness levels of the mechanisms for self-healing used in the work cited above.
Analysis of mechanisms
Discussion
Having studied the work being done on self-healing across many different fields, it is interesting to identify common elements. Is there something in common to all the approaches to self-healing, or only to some?
Some strategies for self-healing and self-repair are used across more than one field, as shown in Tables 10, 11, 12 and 13 covering solutions implemented by physical effects, material changes, switching in redundant elements and smart computing strategies respectively. The tables have been arranged to show how a given strategy may be applicable across many target areas and how the solution has been inspired or is similar to various biological mechanisms. The tables can be used to find a particular failure mode in the left hand column and gradually explore self-* solutions in adjacent areas published in recent literature. Many solutions are inspired by nature [170] , although to differing degrees. Figure 1 takes this basic self-healing categorization and provides a different and more graphical mapping linking the mechanism directly to the application area. For example, related concepts to intrinsic polymer healing are grouped under the strategy 'organise new resources', providing a tool for the researcher to broaden his search in a structured way. Figure 3 represents a classification of mechanisms for self-healing and self-repair describing the type of mechanism used. Four categories were identified: reorganising available resources, organising new resources, inhibiting [158] Validation in the lab component and reconfiguration Self-focusing (airy beams) L1 [159] Principle observed and reported Molecular self-reassembly L4 [160, 161] Component validation in the lab further failures and adapting the functional behaviour. This classification is different from the one used in Table 12 (physical solutions), Table 10 (materials related solutions), Table 11 (redundancy-related solutions) and Table 13 (computing-related solutions). The potential of self-healing and self-repair in terms of improving current engineering is very promising. At first, it may look as if technologies become more complex and more expensive. However, once the self-* mechanisms are in place and working reliably, the product life cycles will become longer and their functioning cheaper due to reduced or eliminated maintenance and repair. For future technologies, this means that their design can be more integrated, putting the focus more on the self-* system as a whole. A detailed cost-benefit analysis across all self-healing technological areas is beyond the scope of this paper; however, taking an illustrative example from electronics, the use of memory row-and column-redundant cell blocks has traditionally allowed the restoration of otherwise faulty memory chips when the testing was done by external equipment, and the fixing was done by the re-patching of functional blocks for faulty ones [171] . Now, built-in self test can diagnose the faulty blocks, and built-in reconfiguration can make new working chips from failures [172], improving yield substantially and directly increasing the profit as the selfrepair overhead does not require new infrastructure, only improved design. We are seeing this approach spread to logic elements [173] and foresee its drift into MEMs and mechatronic systems. Another aspect is that today, engineers increasingly pay attention to assuring that products can be serviced comfortably and cost-effectively. With self-* properties becoming more available and more reliable, this focus on serviceability will again become less important, because maintenance may mainly consist of assuring that everything is working correctly.
Challenges and limitations
One important aspect-as with all new technologies-is not to expect miracles. Self-* technologies need to be introduced step-by-step, giving the technology time to mature and the users time to adapt to the technology's new capabilities. Other limitations, from the technology's side, may consist in the currently limited possibilities for introducing biological, chemical, electronic or mechanisms to mechanic or mechatronic systems. For instance, it is currently not possible yet to build MEMS which consist of silicon that is composed of electronic stem cells for self-healingbut maybe in the future. Currently, robot grippers are not composed of intrinsically self-healing polymers, but what if we tried to realise this? Ethical issues may be raised once scientists succeed in creating artificial life forms or when they manipulate living tissues to be integrated in Fig. 3 Categorisation of mechanisms for self-healing and self-repair technological systems. Such research is indeed being done (see [7] for indications on chemical artificial life, synthetic biology and related fields), but not in the area of self-healing (yet). Researchers wishing to engage in such work definitely need to consider ethical issues. In terms of safety, the work done in self-repair and self-healing does not appear to be critical from the current perspective.
To judge if self-repair and self-healing actually result in the desired advantage, the performance of a system facing failures with and without self-healing needs to be compared objectively. Also, its characteristics before and after self-healing need to be analysed. Does the system revert back to its original performance or is it in degraded mode? How often can self-healing be executed and how does each repeated self-healing process influence the system's characteristics?
Furthermore, it remains to be investigated how can selfhealing be tested. Does it require the 'natural' (accidental) occurrence of failures, or is it possible and acceptable to work with 'fake' failures that are user-induced or simulated? The answers to these questions may vary from case to case or from application area to application area, and further investigations are definitely necessary. This is a shift between qualitative and quantitative description; how would one measure self-healing, and how many dimensions would it have?
Application of the taxonomy to an example
Only a systematic application of the taxonomy introduced in Section 2 will validate it. Adjustments and additions will certainly be necessary at a later stage. For now, the example of capsule-based self-healing materials [3, 119, 120] , discussed in Section 5, serves as an illustration: -Failure causes: mechanic, thermic -Failure types: accidental damage, corrosion, fatigue -Failure characteristics: permanent -Damage: mechanical -Solution characteristics: one-off, extrinsic, autonomic, without external power, without intelligence -Solution mechanisms: material self-healing, intrinsic -Outcome: within a few seconds to minutes, permanent, consuming the self-healing capability, restoring full functionality
Age of reviewed literature
Most articles reviewed in this survey are fairly recent and date from just a few years ago. Only the articles found in the area of mechanics are generally older, being published in the 1980s and 1990s, the oldest relevant patent being from 1785. Reasons for this may be that many modern technologies are not purely mechanical but rather mechatronic and that implementing self-* properties in purely mechanical systems is particularly challenging. The oldest publication about self-healing cited here dates back to 1934, when self-healing tires were invented. Other selfhealing materials were mostly developed within the last decade. In electronics and robotics, the oldest cited articles are from 1990 and 1998, respectively, most others being fairly recent. Whereas in MEMS, there are only recent articles.
The survey attempts to focus on hardware repair and restoration of function rather than on the decorruption of the abstract representation of the hardware state, i.e. a root cause fix rather than a patch. Some review sections are longer than those of others, which is due to the availability of literature in the respective areas. Also, the amount of cited work in software and materials had to be limited due to space constraints.
Robust versus self-*
The difference between robust systems that are able to cope with failing components, and systems that are truly selfhealing, is sometimes difficult to draw. An example of such a robust and intrinsically fault-tolerant system is the highly redundant coil actuator [174, 175] which is composed of a high number of individual actuators, connected both in parallel and in series. Failing components are neither removed not repaired, but the system continues to be functional, although in a degraded mode with an increasing number of failing coils. For the system to qualify as a self-healing or self-repairing system, one might expect that the failing coils are either removed from the system or restored to a functional state.
The self-repairing MEMS accelerometer [138] mentioned in Section 7 in this sense also is a border-line case; faulty gauges are not physically removed, but they are electronically disconnected. Strictly speaking, this may not qualify as proper self-repair. In any case, it does not restore the system's ability to self-repair, as the mechanism is one-off. Sometimes the difference in terminology is due to where the focus of the approach lies: avoiding that a system deviates from normalcy or bringing the system back to normalcy after a failure has occurred [16] .
Self-consciousness
While some authors claim that a system needs to be 'cognisant" (i.e. aware) of what normal operation means and detect deviations [16] , it seems that this may not be necessary for self-healing systems as we define them. They do not need to be 'intelligent' either, as their mechanisms may be based on chemical or mechanical properties and function automatically.
Some people argue that generally for achieving more than basic self-* capabilities, systems need to have some kind of self-consciousness 14 or self-awareness. 15 This goes into the same direction as people claiming that self-* systems necessarily include sensors to detect the need for action. There are, however, counterexamples: many selfassembly systems function due to intrinsic geometric or chemical properties, without the need for actively sensing and acting, or at least without silicon-based computing being involved.
Boundaries
The distinction between normal and faulty behaviour is often fuzzy, as it may depend on circumstances and users. Also, system performance often degrades over time; without anything having drastically changed, a 'healthy' system may suddenly be considered as 'faulty'. It may therefore be necessary to gauge the degree of a malfunction and to establish criteria for whether a system needs repair or not. Sometimes, a global problem may then require local corrective actions [16] .
The definition of system boundaries are crucial to determine if a system may be classified as self-* or not. While the term 'self-repair', as it is used by the Fixit community 16 , explicitly includes the user as part of the system (fix the problem yourself instead of sending the product back to the producer), the self-* engineering community clearly intends the opposite, meaning that neither the user nor the producer is needed for the system to repair itself. The same system boundary issue applies to many self-organising systems: if a controlling agent is considered, as included in the system, it qualifies as being self-organising; otherwise, it is controlled externally and therefore not self-*.
Conclusion and outlook
As in the case of self-organising systems [32] , self-healing systems [16] also may have to be introduced gradually. The human reluctance to change and the fear of technology going out of control are factors which must be considered carefully. Design for maintenance or repair has recently attracted increasing interest, as companies are moving from the idea of selling a product (and leaving it to the customer to care for it) towards a business model where the manufacturer also provides life cycle support. Nevertheless, research in the 1980s [176] suggested already that estimated repair time should be considered at design time.
Four decades ago, it was claimed that failures in a system are mostly mutually independent [177] ; it would, however, be worth to investigate this again today, with system components being in close interactions with each other. It seems likely that failures would be found to be correlated with each other, that is, a failure in one component leads to another failure in a related component.
A paradigm shift is taking place, from the current 'test and repair' regime towards building systems possessing self-* capabilities to take care of themselves during the functional lifetime of the component or system, leading to exciting possibilities for future product design and manufacture. Although it may still take several years until first self-repairing products will reach the broad consumer market and probably decades until advanced self-healing is included in everyday products, we predict an increasingly strong economic impact. Self-repair will both reduce the maintenance and repair interventions required for a product to function and remain in good health, as well as lengthen the products overall lifetime. This is another important step towards a more sustainable manufacturing industry and a responsible use of the Earth's resources.
As self-healing and self-repairing systems will be far more robust and fault-tolerant than those based on common technology, their use may also be very interesting for the military/defence sector. Especially unmanned exploration systems such as drones and robots would benefit from the capability to recover from damage.
This article identifies strong activities in software, materials and self-reconfigurable robotics, which have been growing over the last decade. In mechanics, electronics, mechatronics and MEMS, however, self-healing and selfrepair have only recently started to appear. Furthermore, this article suggests a taxonomy for self-* strategies that establish connections among failure, solution, outcome and area of application. We are currently investigating the typical failures occurring in mechatronic and electronic systems. Our next steps will be to decide which concrete mechanisms for self-healing and self-repairing mechatronics we will investigate. Besides the fundamental research on usable mechanisms, we aim at quickly building simple prototypes for proof-of-concept.
Predicting opportunities for a quick application of these concepts is challenging. As with any disruptive technology, one would consider the overlap of extreme situations, the most demanding environment protected by the most robust mechanism available and which is most easily integrated. Software and electronics in avionics are safety critical engineering systems in space applications. The move in these applications is towards finer grains of redundancy, where one does not replace the whole processor as in TMR but distributes the redundancy within the existing controllers. Reconfigurable, locally controlled, cellular architectures seem most promising where the need for software tools to map and simulate existing algorithms on new architectures is pressing. However, progress is such that true fly by wire systems without mechanical backup relying solely on replicated control to make the system safe will soon be with us. Having reviewed the existing work in self-healing systems, the ultimate goal of this article is to motivate more researchers to join forces to make advances in the very exciting field of self-healing technologies.
